
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1023

After a short quarter of an hour.

The entire white fireworks in the shaker had been drunk by both of

them.

just!

Just when the beauty in red wanted to continue asking for a few bottles

of wine.

Wow!

At the entrance of the bar, there was a loud noise.

Then, all the customers saw that everyone at the door was pushed to

the ground, one by one, as if they had seen a fierce beast, they kept

evading in panic.

It was as if some terrible monster broke into the bar.

Ok?

Everyone was taken aback.

Until they saw that it turned out to be a big bald man with a height of

nearly two meters, with a full 20 or 30 younger brothers.

boom!

Everyone’s complexion changed drastically.

“Master Xiong! Oh my goodness, Master Xiong really came! He

brought so many people!”

“It’s over, this kid is too greedy for drinking, so he doesn’t even want

his life. It’s fine now. He can’t leave if he wants to go. That’s it!”

“Hey! This guy is over, Lord Xiong is the most short-term protection,

this time I will definitely not spare him lightly!”

“…” The surrounding customers, as they looked at Lin Fan, the color

of compassion became more and more intense.

It seemed that everyone saw the miserable scene of Lin Fan being

abused by Master Xiong.

“Just now, who had beaten Laozi’s little brother?”

“Give me, get out!!!” The bald bear master had a tyrannical face.

At this moment, just after entering the door with a group of people, he

burst into anger.

Only with his tower-like figure that was close to two meters, standing

there, everyone in the bar felt a breath of suffocation and horror.

“Oh my God, is he the bear? It’s really terrible!”

“Xiong, the terrible existence of the octagonal snake that once

punched this street to death is said to be a rising star in the

underground world of Jiangnan City! Many undergrounds! Big boss, all

wanting to recruit him!”

“…”

Everyone around was talking.

They knew that a month ago, in fact, all the entertainment venues in

this entire street were in the hands of an underground boss called the

Octagonal Snake.

However, since Lord Xiong appeared in Jiangnan City, he was

accidentally offended by the Octagonal Snake, and even encountered

the terrifying pursuit of the Octagonal Snake forces.

However, what makes everyone unbelievable is that in the face of the

terrible pursuit, Lord Xiong not only did not escape, but directly faced

the hard steel.

A man, a knife, hit the street all his life.

He severely injured dozens of people under the octopus, and even beat

the octopus himself to death.

Become famous in World War I.

Since then, Lord Xiong has become the new hegemon on this street.

In just one month, his brothers have soared to nearly a hundred

people, becoming a bright new star in the underground world of

Jiangnan City.

And now…

a series of gazes, all looking towards Lin Fan.

Looking at Lin Fan’s thin figure and comparing it to Master Xiong’s

tower-like figure, the corners of everyone’s mouth twitched constantly.

This is more than a heavyweight.

I am afraid that with a single kick, Lord Xiong can crush Lin Fan’s thin

body.

Everyone looked at Lin Fan’s gaze, filled with deep pity.

And at this moment.

Da da da!

The bastard whose palm was abolished by Lin Fan before ran in from

outside, and in the blink of an eye, he came to Master Xiong, pointed

at Lin Fan’s back, and said to Master Xiong,

“Big Brother, that’s the one People! It’s this kid who robbed the

woman we were fond of and even abolished one of my hands!”
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